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To Whom It May Concern

As a high school Fashion and Interior Design teacher of 9 years, I interact with many industry
professionals. One that truly stands out among the rest is Rebecca Armstrong. Rebecca is an
extraordinary creator with evident talent. I would highly recommend her for collaboration both in
education and beyond.

I have had the pleasure of knowing Rebecca for 9 years! I began as a customer of hers at a pop up
shop and due to her graciousness and warm welcome, we connected instantly. Rebecca has always
been willing to partner with me in various ways. First, she served as an advisory board member to the
Career and Technical Education Department at Cooper High School where she gave feedback on how
to prepare high school students for their future careers. Secondly, Rebecca volunteered to be a guest
speaker and taught my Fashion and Interior Design class for a day on the topic of fashion forecasting.
We were all blown away by the way she revealed the connection of fashion to everyday trends! In
addition, she has also served as a mentor and role model to high school students by opening lines of
communications and inviting them to keep in touch after connecting at school events. Lastly and most
recently, Rebecca has also agreed to collaborate with my class to assist them as they plan their first
fashion show.

It is clear that Rebecca’s scope of talent is extremely vast. Her artistic and fashion abilities are just
the tip of the iceberg of all she has to offer. Her genuine love for helping others thrive spills into all
she does. If you are looking for a unique, vibrant, joyous designer for your next project, Rebecca is
my top recommendation.

Respectfully submitted,

Cayle� Knigh�


